
Dear skaters and family-members, 

1. As we have a lot of skaters with different levels, we have decided to split the beginner-
group in two groups: from next Sunday on, beginners training (on ice, after warming-up and 
putting the padding as before) starts as usual at 15:15 and ends 15:55.  

After that (15:55) the intermediate group trains until 16:45. Please find the list below to see 
which skaters belong to this group. If skaters improve, they will advance to the next group. 
Skaters who were not present on training today should ask us or the coach to which group 
they belong. 

If there is interest in Saturday morning training, the coach will let you know what time the 
skater may train. 

2. We remind you to use the blade protection any time you leave the ice. 

3. We also remind you that each skater has to wear a neck protection. We can borrow some if 
we still have some on stock. Otherwise, we have new ones to sell for 20€ (same price as in 
the shop). 

4. We would like to inform you that we have a stock of nice cut safe suits with the 
Luxembourg colours, which are worn by most skaters of the advanced group. The price is 
330€. This may be expensive, but it is very good quality. Anyone interested should just 
contact us. 

5. As we have a lot of cost for new material, we would like to inform you that you can 
support the club with an honorary membership of 50€. If you are interested, please let us 
know. 

Do not hesitate to contact us for any further information. 

List of skaters at the intermediate group: 

APORTI Sofia, GAO Ziqi, MEYER Christina, MEYER Edna, RUTSAERT Marc-Tiago, 
ISMAYIL Deniz, SERGINI Nora, SKA Chloé, WANG Manlin, YANG Cynthia (Yinuo), 
YAO Amanda, YAO Zhiyuan, YUAN Johan (Zhouhan). 

Best regards 
Marco on behalf of the committee 
 


